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Start Cooking! 
Two groups of six (6) chefs will be heatin’ up the kitchen in Uka-PALOOZA!’s 
second annual SPAM-Off cooking competition brought to the Florida State 
Fair by Demo Sales, Inc. and the American Culinary Federation, Florida 
Chapter.  

The chefs bring to the table their own favorite pots, pans and 
cooking utensils and their own recipe featuring SPAM: The 
Major Ingredient. In 20 minutes, they will cook their recipe selecting at least 
five (5) ingredients PLUS SPAM from a list of 13 ingredients and bring their 
own secret weapon: a secret ingredient they’ve included in their recipe that 

costs under $5! 

Contestants will cook two-at-a-time at their mobile kitchen 
station consisting of two hot plates, a table top oven and shared refrigerator. 
The chefs will cook three (3) appetizer-sized servings to the judges. Sorry, no 
tasting or sampling by the public will be permitted. Cooking commentary 
provided by Emcee Chef René Marquis, president, Florida Chapter, American 
Culinary Federation. 

 

The SPAM-Off Schedule 
10:15A AMATEUR Chefs have checked in with their secret ingredient. Round 1 starts at 

the countdown by Chef René and the audience to “start cookin’!” Three rounds of 
cooking will be followed by judging and awards at noon.  

 

12:15P  PROFESSIONAL Chefs have checked in with their secret ingredient, for this  

PRO division. Three rounds of SPAM cooking followed by the 2:15P awards 
presentation.  

  



The Competition Rules 
 
Competing chefs in each division are the first six people to 
have followed the specific directions for entering the contest. 
They must complete the application form and include a copy 
of their recipe including a secret ingredient. Chefs will be 
reimbursed for the cost of the ingredient. 
 

The SPAM recipe must include SPAM and at least five of the key ingredients, any 
of the staples listed and ONE secret ingredient that costs no more than $5! Copies 
of each contestant’s recipe will be available at SPAM-Off. 
 
The 13 KEY Ingredients:  
Pick at least 5 + SPAM 

 SPAM 

 King Hawaiian rolls 

 Canned pineapple 

 Packaged Asian salad mix 

 1 stalk green onions 

 2 stalks celery 

 2-3 stalks bok choy 

 Instant White Rice 

 Ramen Noodles 

 2 oranges 

 Florida honey 

 1-2 eggs 

 Cheese 

These staples at each  
cooking station: 

 Salt 

 Pepper 

 Peanut oil 

 Soy sauce 

 Teriyaki sauce 

 Fresh parsley 

 Fresh cilantro 

 Water 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Be a SPAM-Off Chef! 

Contestants should fill out the application indicating AMATEUR or PRO and email  
as soon as possible to Emily Stehle, tampabayukesociety@gmail.com. 

All applicants will be contacted by phone and email for their recipe. The recipe and the cost of 
the secret ingredient should be emailed as soon as possible. Once we have selected six (6) 
chefs in each division, the competition will be closed and the invited chefs will be announced  
on the Facebook page, Uka-PALOOZA Florida. 

The last date to be considered for a cooking spot is Monday, Jan. 27, 2020.  

The recipe can be adapted from someone else’s but will be unique with the inclusion of the 
“special ingredient” and use of specific key ingredients and staples. All contestant chefs will be 

reimbursed for the cost of their secret ingredient at SPAM-Off at Uka-PALOOZA! 

How Competing Chefs Will be Selected and Invited to Cook 

Recipes (and their chefs!) will be considered in the order received – first come, first served –  
so we recommend recipes be sent as soon as possible! If there are duplicate recipes, recipes so 
similar in ingredients and manner of cooking they are the same, the first recipe received would 
be considered for the contest.  

Please note there are only six (6) spots for each division of competition so the quicker a chef 
applies and sends in their recipe, the better the chances of being a 2020 SPAM-Off contestant!  

 

Application Form 

Name:    o Amateur        o Professional 

 

Email: Phone:  

 

Name of Recipe (we will complete when you send us your recipe by JAN 27) 

 

Complete form and email to tampabayukesociety@gmail.com 

Questions? Call Emily 727-688-7993 

 

mailto:tampabayukesociety@gmail.com

